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ABSTRACT
Privacy﻿policies﻿analysis﻿relies﻿on﻿understanding﻿sentences﻿meaning﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿identify﻿sentences﻿
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Figure 1. Variability of natural language expressions in Android apps’ privacy policies
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(2012)﻿ to﻿ automatically﻿ evaluate﻿ privacy﻿ policy’s﻿ completeness.﻿ The﻿ authors﻿ extracted﻿ privacy﻿
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Briefly,﻿ Google﻿ provides﻿ list﻿ of﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions﻿ that﻿ affect﻿ users’﻿ privacy﻿ (Android﻿
Developers,﻿2018).﻿The﻿dangerous﻿permissions﻿are﻿organized﻿into﻿groups﻿and﻿have﻿specific﻿syntax,﻿
such﻿as﻿(READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE)﻿and﻿(WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE)﻿which﻿belong﻿
to﻿ the﻿ storage﻿ group.﻿ Given﻿ this﻿ list﻿ of﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions,﻿ first﻿ we﻿ extracted﻿ noun﻿ phrases﻿
representing﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions﻿ (e.g.﻿ extract﻿ noun﻿ phrase﻿ “external﻿ storage”﻿ from﻿ “READ_



















Train The Machine Learning Model
Prior﻿to﻿finding﻿semantic﻿related﻿phrases,﻿the﻿machine﻿learning﻿model﻿has﻿to﻿be﻿trained.﻿While﻿a﻿
general﻿purpose﻿dataset﻿such﻿as﻿Google﻿News﻿or﻿Wikipedia﻿with﻿pre-trained﻿models﻿are﻿publically﻿
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Figure 2. Using machine learning model to mine dangerous permissions from Android apps’ privacy policies
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Compare Results with the Gold Standard
As﻿discussed﻿earlier,﻿in﻿the﻿gold﻿standard﻿we﻿extracted﻿the﻿terminology﻿used﻿in﻿privacy﻿policies﻿that﻿
are﻿ relevant﻿ to﻿dangerous﻿permissions.﻿For﻿example,﻿ the﻿ terminology﻿(approximate﻿ location)﻿and﻿
(imprecise﻿geolocation)﻿in﻿Android﻿apps’﻿privacy﻿policies﻿were﻿mapped﻿to﻿(ACCESS_COARSE_
LOCATION)﻿ dangerous﻿ permission,﻿ while﻿ the﻿ terminology﻿ (precise﻿ location)﻿ and﻿ (exact﻿ geo-
coordinates)﻿were﻿mapped﻿to﻿(ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION)﻿dangerous﻿permission.﻿In﻿this﻿section,﻿








Figure 3. Extract noun phrases representing dangerous permissions
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permission﻿groups﻿have﻿no﻿ results,﻿ since﻿ there﻿were﻿no﻿ semantic﻿ related﻿phrases﻿ selected﻿by﻿ the﻿
sentence﻿embedding﻿model﻿with﻿cosine﻿similarity﻿equal﻿or﻿superior﻿to﻿0.5.﻿



























were﻿ never﻿ detected﻿ by﻿ the﻿ model.﻿ For﻿ example,﻿ granting﻿ the﻿ (Location)﻿ dangerous﻿ permission﻿
group﻿will﻿allow﻿the﻿Android﻿app﻿to﻿determine﻿the﻿user’s﻿approximate﻿and/or﻿precise﻿location.﻿The﻿
terminology:﻿(location﻿data)﻿and﻿(geographic﻿location)﻿selected﻿by﻿the﻿sentence﻿embedding﻿model﻿
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Table 2. Results from the sentence embedding model compared against the gold standard
Permission Group Precision Recall F1
Calendar - - -
Camera 0.80 0.66 0.72
Contacts 0.80 0.04 0.07
Location 0.72 0.11 0.19
Microphone 0.90 0.15 0.25
Phone 0.70 0.15 0.24
Sensors - - -
SMS 1 0.11 0.19
Storage 1 0.08 0.14
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With﻿ respect﻿ to﻿ precise﻿ and﻿ approximate﻿ location﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions﻿ (ACCESS_FINE_
LOCATION﻿and﻿ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION)﻿respectively,﻿ the﻿sentence﻿embedding﻿model﻿
extracted﻿almost﻿the﻿same﻿semantically﻿related﻿sentences﻿for﻿both﻿permissions.﻿Under﻿the﻿definition﻿
of﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions﻿ in﻿ Android,﻿ the﻿ two﻿ locations﻿ permissions﻿ are﻿ not﻿ considered﻿ similar.﻿












For﻿ dangerous﻿ permissions﻿ that﻿ contain﻿ abbreviations,﻿ such﻿ as﻿ (SMS),﻿ the﻿ sentence﻿ embedding﻿
model﻿performed﻿much﻿better﻿on﻿the﻿abbreviation﻿of﻿the﻿dangerous﻿permission﻿compared﻿to﻿what﻿
the﻿abbreviation﻿stands﻿for.﻿To﻿further﻿clarify,﻿when﻿the﻿dangerous﻿permission﻿input﻿to﻿the﻿sentence﻿
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